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	Celebrate the European Day of Languages with us!
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	Throughout Europe, 700 million Europeans are represented in the Council of Europe's 46 member states and all are encouraged to discover more languages at any age, as part of or alongside their studies. This stems from the Council of Europe’s conviction that linguistic diversity is a tool for achieving greater intercultural understanding and a key element in the rich cultural heritage of our continent. Therefore, the Council of Europe, in Strasbourg, promotes plurilingualism in the whole of Europe. 




At the Council of Europe’s initiative, the European Day of Languages has been celebrated every year since 2001 on 26 September -  together with the European Commission.
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	[image: ]Statement from Marija Pejčinović Burić, Secretary General of the Council of Europe, on the occasion of the European Day of Languages 2023


"The European Day of Languages reminds us that learning a language is a step towards openness and respect for other cultures."
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	Activities 
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	[image: ]Languages in my classroom/school 

How many languages are spoken in your classroom or school? For this challenge we are inviting you to create a poster showcasing all the languages present in your learning environment. 



 Initiative 
Languages in my classroom/school 

[image: ]How many languages are spoken in your classroom or school? For this challenge we are inviting you to create a poster showcasing all the languages present in your learning environment.

View page






All 1900 posters are online now!
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	[image: ]The beauty of languages

Every language harbours  intriguing expressions, often accompanied by interesting or amusing anecdotes related to their usage. These reflect the unique charm and elegance of a language. Can you come up with an expression that you love – either from your native language or one you're learning— and provide the backstory or anecdote that explains its meaning? 



 Initiative 
The beauty of languages

[image: ]Every language harbours  intriguing expressions, often accompanied by interesting or amusing anecdotes related to their usage. These reflect the unique charm and elegance of a language. Can you come up with an expression that you love – either from your native language or one you're learning— and provide the backstory or anecdote that explains its meaning?

View page
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Poll: Impact of Artificial Intelligence (AI) on the future of language learning
[image: ]

Which of the following first come to mind when you think of AI in relation to language learning?

View page


    
        Poll: 
            Impact of Artificial Intelligence (AI) on the future of language learning
[image: ]

        Which of the following first come to mind when you think of AI in relation to language learning?
(Choose a maximum of 3)

        
            
                
                
            

             

            Creates a personalised and adaptable learning experience (personalisation)Can lead to security and data privacy issues (data protection concerns)Can accurately transcribe and analyze spoken language (language transcription and analysis)Contributes to technology dependence  (technology dependence)Offers advanced translation tools (translation tools)Reduces human interaction in the learning process (human interaction loss)Provides a cost-effective/affordable way to learn  (affordability)Lacks cultural immersion (cultural disconnection)Gives real-time feedback anytime and anywhere  (instant feedback)Concentrates on "bigger" languages (few languages)Allows infinite possibilities for content (exercises, tasks, etc.)  (unlimited content)Threatens existing professions (teaching, translation, interpretation, etc.)  (employment threat)
        


        
            Other
            
        

    

    
        Submit 
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Poll: Impact of Artificial Intelligence (AI) on the future of language learning
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             2023's 'most innovative event' is
Message in a Bottle

            The event received 480+ votes and was organised by Departamento Curricular de Línguas, Alcobaça, Portugal.

            Congratulations to the winners!

            We were greatly impressed by the creativity and great effort which went into organising the events submitted and would like to thank all organisers of EDL events in 2023.
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	EDL T-shirt competition

[image: ]

Send us your design/image/graphic and have your layout on the official EDL T-Shirt! Find out more
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	Or simply buy the official EDL T-shirt.
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	New in 2023 


New in 2023 
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	New: Lara’s next journey - through Europe’s Regional and Minority Languages

[image: ]

Lara sets off on a new language journey - On this chapter of her journey, Lara explores the fascinating world of regional and minority languages and, being inquisitive, she, of course, uncovers many linguistic treasures!

View page
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	The funniest one and only multilingual joke book

In how many languages can you make someone laugh? Following an extremely strict selection process (involving a jury of individuals who aren’t easy to please!) we ‘proudly’ present the results of this 2022 initiative. From the over 700 jokes that were submitted (not all of them publishable!) we have painstakingly whittled this down to the ‘crème de la crème’ of multilingual humour. 

[image: ]Download

For fans of ‘Christmas cracker’ jokes – this is a must... You are most welcome to continue to submit new and even funnier jokes with a multilingual element for Volume 2...! View page
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	Poster " Another  20 things you might not know about the world of languages"
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	Are you a language detective?
Can you recognise all the languages being displayed in the game?



[image: ]Are you a language detective?
Can you recognise all the languages being displayed in the game?

View page
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https://www.collinsdictionary.com/woty

	Word of the year
Every year, countries throughout Europe participate in the tradition of selecting a "word of the year."  Here are the words from the previous year!

View page


Word of the year
Every year, countries throughout Europe participate in the tradition of selecting a "word of the year." This practice involves choosing a single word or phrase that reflects the social, cultural, or political trends and events of the year. The word of the year serves as a symbolic representation of the collective consciousness and prevailing themes within a society. It captures the zeitgeist and becomes a reflection of the shared experiences, concerns, and aspirations of the people.
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	Poster "Counting your way around Europe"
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English - Deutsch
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	Poster "Say YES to languages"
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English
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[bookmark: app]
	The secret agent’s language challenges app  2023 
The app has been updated with a new ‘language detective’ challenge in 2023. Can you succeed where others have stumbled? The app has been updated with a new ‘language detective’ challenge in 2023. Can you succeed where others have stumbled?


The secret agent’s language challenges app  2023 
[image: ]The challenges and quizzes contained within this app encourage learners – future international agents – to take advantage of the plentiful opportunities available to practice or learn more about a language beyond a classroom context. By passing through a series of levels you can rise from a lowly agent in training to become a master secret agent.
View page
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	Brain game: Greek alphabet
How fast can you complete this challenge?
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View page
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New language versions


					

	20 adrir Hlutir sem þú vissir ekki um heim tungumálanna

            [image: ]

            is






	20 Hlutir sem þú vissir ekki um tungumál Evrópu

            [image: ]

            is






	20 saker du kanske inte visste om Europas språk 

            [image: ]

            sv
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	Also check out this...
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	Where am I?

[image: ]You'll be shown 20 random images from all over Europe. Can you find out, where those images where taken? Use your language skills and the virtual magnifying glass to find hints in the picture. Good luck!
Send us your own pictures for this game here!
Send us your own pictures for this game here!



Where am I?

[image: ][image: ][image: ][image: ]



You'll be shown 20 random images from all over Europe. Can you find out, where those images where taken? Use your language skills and the virtual magnifying glass to find hints in the picture. Good luck!



And: Add your own images to the game!

View page
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	Bake a cake!
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	For the 20th anniversary of the European Day of Languages we asked you to send us your best birthday cake recipes. We now have chosen 20 amazing recipes and put them into a colourful booklet.



Celebrate with us by baking one of these truly European birthday cakes!



Download the book
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	Famous quotes 

[image: ]We are all  familiar with quotes  from famous personalities in our own languages and cultures - but how many do we know from elsewhere in different languages? Here is a chance to discover the wisdom, truths (or half-truths!), creativity, humour and sometimes downright cynicism from a range of cultures and languages as well as their origins.  Do you have a favourite? We would  be delighted  if you would also contribute some of your own!   



[image: ]Famous quotes 

We are all  familiar with quotes  from famous personalities in our own languages and cultures - but how many do we know from elsewhere in different languages? Here is a chance to discover the wisdom, truths (or half-truths!), creativity, humour and sometimes downright cynicism from a range of cultures and languages as well as their origins.  Do you have a favourite? We would  be delighted  if you would also contribute some of your own!  
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	Quote of the day:
en
My wallpaper and I are fighting a duel to the death. One or the other of us has to go.   

By  Oscar Wilde 
Said by Oscar Wilde who near the end of his life was debt-ridden and ill and his shabby accommodation in Paris did not meet with his aesthetic standards.


View page
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	Which language is it?

We all know this situation: on a bus, in a café, on the street we hear two people talking in a foreign language. And we wonder what language it is. Let's do some training here and next time this happens to you you will easily recognise it!

 

View page
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	The EDL handbook of language challenges

[image: ]  

The 51 challenges contained within the handbook encourage learners to go a little outside their comfort zone and take advantage of the plentiful opportunities available to practice or learn more about a language beyond a classroom context. Find out more
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	Questions you never dared to ask about languages

[image: ]For this year’s European Day of Languages we have produced a series of short video clips focusing on ‘Questions you never dared to ask about languages’ with experts covering a range of backgrounds and specialisations responding.

As the title suggests, the questions are ones that we might not wish to ask in front of an audience but, in fact, highlight important issues and address some popular misconceptions about languages and language learning.
Do you have a question you would like to ask an expert?
To see subtitles on the videos, please activate this feature by clicking on ‘subtitles’ in the YouTube menu below the video. To change languages, click on the gear wheel and select subtitles>’automatically translate’ and select the desired language (the machine translation is provided by YouTube).



Questions you never dared to ask about languages

[image: ]For this year’s European Day of Languages we have produced a series of short video clips focusing on ‘Questions you never dared to ask about languages’ with experts covering a range of backgrounds and specialisations responding.

View page
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	You can learn languages, too!

[image: ]

Download the brochure!
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	Newest Events
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        3/12/2023 - 15/12/2023
        
[image: GR]
        
            
                Languages United
        


        Experimental Senior High School of Patras University

    



    
        26/9/2023 - 22/12/2023
        
[image: GR]
        
            
                One Word-One Subject for Each Day: The Daily Calendar of our Subjects
        


        Senior High School of Intercultural Education of Eastern Thessaloniki

    



    
        26/9/2023 - 22/12/2023
        
[image: GR]
        
            
                Words-values every day: The Daily Calendar of Values
        


        Junior High School of Intercultural Education of Eastern Thessaloniki

    



    
        26/9/2023 - 31/12/2023
        
[image: GR]
        
            
                One word-value every day: The Daily Calendar of Values
        


        Junior High School of Intercultural Education of Eastern Thessaloniki

    



    
        27/9/2023 - 17/11/2023
        
[image: GR]
        
            
                2023 motto in different languages
        


        1st Primary School of Agii Anargyri

    



    
        26/9/2023 - 27/9/2023
        
[image: GR]
        
            
                European Languages Day Posters
        


        50th High School of Athens

    





View all events
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	20 ideas for this year's European Day of Languages
[image: ]View page



20 ideas for this year's European Day of Languages
[image: ]
Struggling to find ideas for an event for this year’s European Day of Languages? It can be challenging to organise events that are fun, inclusive, have an educational element and motivate a large number of people. Below are a few ideas to get your creative thoughts flowing, most of which are based on the principle of “starting small to go big”! 20 ideas for activities that can be carried in celebration of this year's EDL.




View page
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Statistics for 2023 
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1404
events
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43
countries
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223677
participants
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	 More...
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				Myth or fact?
	

1. My mother tongue is all I need.



Myth   Fact
Skip


[image: ]

Myth

While this might be true for a small number of people, for the majority of citizens in Europe, another language besides one’s mother tongue is needed for education, doing business – and understanding cultures.


Next question





2. I’m not bilingual/multilingual. I can only speak one language.



Myth   Fact
Skip


[image: ]

Most likely a myth

There is a high chance that you actually are. Some years ago, it was considered that a bilingual person needed to know two languages really well and be a native speaker of one and a “near - native” speaker of the other. The new view on the matter doesn’t place such expectations on language users. If you understand commercials, songs, poems, signs, phrases in another language, then you are multilingual - you use more than one language to understand the message.


Next question





3. Most people in the world use more than one language.



Myth   Fact
Skip


[image: ]

Fact

“Over 50 per cent of the world’s population function in two or more languages on a daily basis. In other words, multilingualism, not monolingualism, is the norm. There are many reasons why someone might be bi - or multilingual: having parents who speak two languages; moving abroad to work; political migration, where individuals and families need to learn the language of a new community while maintaining links to the home country; education, where children pick up foreign or second languages at school; bi - or multilingual communities, where individuals switch between languages on a daily basis; and historical events, such as the 'discoveries’ in the 15th and 16th centuries that led to colonialism, where the language of the coloniser was adopted by the people, and continues to survive in a local variety.”
Nayr Ibrahim (2015)


Next question





4. English is the only language children need.



Myth   Fact
Skip


[image: ]

Myth

In the situation where children’s mother tongue is English, that would leave them functioning as a monolingual. This means they would be deprived of the enriching experience of additional language learning. On the other hand, if children speak only their mother tongue and English, they are deprived of numerous opportunities that come with knowing other European (and world) languages. This has implications for future education and employment.


Next question





5. Children get confused if they learn more than one language at the same time.



Myth   Fact
Skip


[image: ]

Myth

Research has shown that learning more languages does not in any way damage children – it can only make them better at communicating and learning further languages. Some bilingual children may mix grammar rules from time to time or use words from both languages in the same sentence, e.g., ‘quiero mas juice’ [I want more juice]. This is a normal part of bilingual language development and does not mean that the child is confused. Usually by age 4, children can separate the different languages but might still blend or mix both languages in the same sentence on occasion. They will ultimately learn to separate both languages correctly.


Next question





6. I can’t help a child to learn or use a language I don’t know (well enough) myself.



Myth   Fact
Skip


[image: ]

Most likely a myth

This could not be further from the truth. As a teacher or an educator, you can create opportunities for children to use their home languages. Inviting them to draw parallels with the target language and their own home language, you can easily understand what the children are saying and perhaps even learn from them!


Next question





7. If learners don’t know the language of schooling, they’ll learn it best by being exposed to that language only - and by using that language only.



Myth   Fact
Skip


[image: ]

Myth

Forcing one language on children to the detriment of their mother tongue will not produce the desired results. Children’s home languages provide a necessary safety net and a cognitive tool that they use for learning. Encouraging use of the home languages facilitates developing skills in the language(s) of schooling, the home languages, and additional languages.


Next question





8. Continued use of the home language(s) will interfere with children’s learning of the language of schooling.



Myth   Fact
Skip


[image: ]

Myth

In fact, the home language(s) can be used as a base for acquiring the language of schooling and additional languages. It also gives children a language to communicate in with parents, care givers and maybe also teachers whilst learning other languages.


Next question





9. My job is to teach X as a foreign language and not to deal with other languages in my classroom.



Myth   Fact


[image: ]

Myth

Acknowledging children’s home languages and any other languages they might know, will make them feel welcome and valued. Working in an environment where they feel valued and secure allows children to become more interested and engaged in their work. By opening the door of the classroom to different languages, the lives of both children and teachers/educators can be enriched. The time taken to include children’s languages will be rewarded by increased benefits in language learning generally.


So did you do well?
You might be interested in the following links related to these and other myths:


British Council

    François Grosjean

    Healthy Children
European Day of Languages - Language facts



This quiz was originally set up on the Inspiring language learning in the early years site of the European Centre for Modern Languages of the Council of Europe.
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	ICT language tool of the week


[image: ]Zotero  (web-based research / citation manager)
A tool to collect, organise, cite, and share articles, papers or websites on one platform. It accepts a wider variety of forms of information (websites, papers, news articles, videos, audios, etc.) to... view details

View all tools
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	European Commission:

European Day of Languages
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	Did you know that...

The European Day of Languages is being supported and coordinated by the European Centre for Modern Languages of the Council of Europe? The Council of Europe is the continent’s leading human rights organisation. It comprises 46 member states, including all members of the European Union.
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	Facts and fun
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Language facts




	Language facts





	Language trivia





	Facts about sign language





	Celebrities speaking languages





	Place names











Language games




	"Talk to me!" game and video





	Language Quiz





	Brain game





	Sign language game





	Which language is it?





	Where am I?











Language fun




	Palindromes





	Same word - different meaning





	Longest word





	Tongue twisters





	Idioms of the world





	Unique words





	Animal sounds





	Self-evaluate your language skills





	All the colours of the rainbow
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Your national relay
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	Self-evaluate your language skills

The 'Self-evaluate your language skills' tool helps you to assess your level of proficiency in the languages you know according to six reference levels described in the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).



Start now!
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